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Key Messages


Science – policy interactions are exchanges
among key stakeholders looking to reconcile
value systems and interests to ultimately,
influence decision making processes through
knowledge exchange and generation.



These interactions are the way in which climate
science tries to reach policy to create feasible
solutions, with properly addressed objectives
and processes for implementation and
evaluation.



Knowledge uptake highly depends on adjusting
scientific language and information to
stakeholder capability and interests, and on
communicating concrete inputs or
recommendations for decision making.



Science – policy interfaces legitimize
collaborations between science and policy, by
delimitating and coordinating stakeholder roles
and enabling their participation in knowledge
generation and problem-solving processes.

Background
For rural populations and food systems in Latin America,
climate change presents a great challenge given their
vulnerability to extreme climate events (Magrin, 2015;
Ribera, 2012). Climate variability, exacerbated by climate
change, has a dramatic impact on crop yields (Mbow et
al., 2019) and risks the sustainability of food security in
the region.
In this context, adequate policies are needed to address
the complexity that comes from agriculture and food

systems being at the intersection of three major
challenges: food insecurity, adapting to climate change
and reducing greenhouse gas emissions (Campbell &
Vermeulen, 2015). To consolidate these policies, it is
necessary to strengthen the role of science in decisionmaking processes. While science alone may not lead to
overarching decisions, it is required for the proper
assessment of climate issues and for the feasibility
analysis of climate change mitigation and adaptation
measures. (Gluckman, 2011).
However, the diversity of conditions and stakeholders that
are involved in policy processes, make it complex to
strengthen the role of science in decision-making. Indeed,
there are continuous challenges related to confronted
stakeholder values and interests as well as, issues of
knowledge exchange and communication (Sokolovska et
al., 2019). Although scholars have proposed different
analytical frameworks and concepts to analyze sciencepolicy interactions and outcomes (Dinesh et al., 2018;
Hutton et al., 2017; Pregernig, 2014; Sokolovska et al.,
2019; Van den Hove, 2007), more research is necessary.
The causes of gaps between knowledge generation and
implementation (Van Kerkhoff & Lebel, 2015);
understanding how to assess the impact of these
interactions in policy processes and results (Steenwerth
et al., 2014); and developing principles to establish these
interactions (Wynanda I. Van Enst et al., 2014); present
areas for further research.
In this sense, this study analyzes experiences of science
– policy interaction in Latin America, to identify the factors
that enable and hinder the collaboration between science

and policy, in the different processes that take place in
mitigation and adaptation policies 1.

Objectives and Methodology
Our methodology is qualitative and consisted in narrative
analysis collected through semi-structured interviews
carried out to scientists from research institutions and in
managerial positions in the public sector, development
aid practitioners, professionals in communities of practice,
knowledge brokers 2, and NGO directives, who actively
participated in science – policy processes regarding
climate change mitigation and adaptation in Latin
America. In this sense, our pool of respondent was
narrowed to scientists and practitioners. However,
counting with the participation of professionals in
knowledge brokering roles and in communities of
practice, allowed us to explore the policy community
perspective of the science – policy interaction. Table 1
provides information regarding stakeholders and sectors
involved in our interview process, policy process
considered and output of the 18 cases of science – policy
interaction on which we base this study.
The information gathered during the interviews was
analyzed through a process of critical interpretation and
systematization of experiences (Barnechea García &
Morgan Tirado, 2010) to generate lessons learned
regarding science – policy interaction practices and
methods.
We draw from literature review and empirical observation
a conceptual framework to frame the analysis of the case
studies. Based on this framework our analysis focused on
1) the features of science – policy interactions and the
roles of stakeholders; 2) limitations of science – policy
interactions; 3) the dynamics of these interactions; and 4)
the use of knowledge generated by science - policy
interactions. In the following section, we explain in detail
our analytical framework.
Finally, the analysis was implemented using the
guidelines proposed by Cáceres (2003), to generate
categories without quantification by linking the information
to analytical framework.

A conceptual framework for Science
Policy Interactions
Ideas about the role of science in decision-making come
from ancient political philosophy. It was argued that in
public policy, science “[speaks] truth to power” (Price,
1981) and thus, leads to fact-based decisions (Pregernig,
2014; Sokolovska et al., 2019; Van den Hove, 2007).

1
The detailed results of this studies are available in the spanish report “Interacción Ciencia-Política en el
Ámbito de las Políticas de Mitigación y Adaptación al Cambio Climático: Experiencias y Lecciones de
América Latina”, in: https://cgspace.cgiar.org/handle/10568/111259
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Table 1. Case Description
However, new theories about science – policy
interactions arisen, because of transformations in modern
society and government influenced by science and
technology. Since the 1960s, issues such as the
credibility of scientific information; the role of science and
technology in policy and political disputes for power; and
how science relates to the embedded values, interests,
and needs of society, gained significant attention in this
research field (Pregernig, 2014; Sokolovska et al., 2019).
As a result, different schools of thought were formed to
explain the science – policy interaction.
Within these schools, three models conceptualizing
science-policy interaction emerged (Figure 1): 1) a linear
model (1960 – 1970) where scientific information is
transferred to policy, leading to evidence-based
decisions; 2) an interactive model (1970 – 1990) where
“People [or organizations] whose job it is to move knowledge around and create connections between researchers and their various audiences” (Meyer, 2010)
2

2

“politically relevant knowledge is developed in a
continuous interaction between scientists, policymakers,
and societal actors” (Sokolovska et al., 2019, p. 8); and 3)
a dynamic model (since 2000) “marked by the attempt to
find an adequate mode of communication [between
scientists, policy makers and] different societal actors[, to
co-create knowledge] without compromising on quality
and political robustness […]” (Sokolovska et al., 2019, p.
8).
Based on existing literature and considering information
from the interviews, we consolidated an analytical
framework to analyze and systematize lessons learned
from science – policy interaction experiences (Figure 2).
In this framework, we conceptualize science – policy
interactions as social processes (Schalet et al., 2020; Van
den Hove, 2007) that intertwine different stakeholder
networks (scientific community and policy community)
(Caplan, 1979; Schalet et al., 2020; Van den Hove,
2007). In these processes, stakeholder relationships are
dynamic (Court & Young, 2006; Schalet et al., 2020; Van
den Hove, 2007) and influenced by differences between
social and value systems (Van Enst et al., 2014).
Likewise, it is understood that science – policy
interactions mobilize knowledge for decision-making
(Schalet et al., 2020; Sokolovska et al., 2019; Van den
Hove, 2007). As seen in Figure 1, this process can be
linear (Boswell & Smith, 2017; Hutton et al., 2017;
Pregernig, 2014; Price, 1981), interactive (Gluckman,
2011; Van den Hove, 2007; Weingart, 1999), or dynamic
(Court & Young, 2006; Schalet et al., 2020; Van den
Hove, 2007). On the other hand, Science-policy
interactions are enabled by science – policy interfaces
that take the form of facilitators (Meyer, 2010),
participatory processes of knowledge generation (Glucker
et al., 2013), and/or boundary organizations (Ryan,
2019). Regardless of their form, these interfaces
“encompass relations between scientists and other actors
in the policy process, [to facilitate] exchanges, coevolution, and joint construction of knowledge…” (Van
den Hove, 2007. p 807).
On its part, it is expected that knowledge generated in
science – policy interactions is used for policy decision
making. However, the use of information takes different
forms according to stakeholder interests (Hoppe, 2005;
Weible, 2008; Weiss, 1979). Information can be used for
political and strategic purposes or it can trigger long term
learning processes leading to changes in decision-making
and policy outcomes (Weible, 2008; Weiss, 1979). These
forms depend on how stakeholder relationships evolve
within the interaction and on identifying the applicability of
knowledge for next users (Dilling & Lemos, 2011; Schalet
et al., 2020; Van den Hove, 2007).
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Figure 1. Models of Science – Policy Interaction
Finally, the outcome of these interactions is heavily
influenced by context conditions (Jasanoff, 2004; Weible,
2008; Weiss, 1979), which are also decisive for their
sustainability and for opening opportunities for new
interactions.

Figure 1. Models of Science – Policy Interaction

Figure 2. Conceptual framework for the analysis of
Science – Policy Interactions

Results
According to the areas of analysis we delimitated through
our analytical framework, the 18 cases yielded in
identifying factors of science – policy interactions in the
Latin American context.
1. Features of Science – Policy Interactions
Informants agree science – policy interactions are how
science validates policy, as they streamline information
and increase its reach in decision-making processes. The
characteristics (figure 3) of these interactions include the
supply and demand of knowledge where, ideally, science
fulfills knowledge generation (n= 3: E4, E11, E16),
problem analysis (n=1: E2) and the feasibility analysis of
policy solutions (n=2: E13, E17). On its part, policy
generates clear knowledge demand (n=1: E2), enables
the use of information (n=2: E8, E10) and facilitates

3

Scientists and practitioners agree other limitations relate
to context conditions. Here, science – policy interactions
are limited by the incidence of climate change uncertainty
on public opinion, which affects the interest of decisionmakers in implementing mitigation and adaptation
measures (n=3: E4, E6, E7); the differences between the
timing of political and research cycles (n=2: E3, E7); and
a general poor awareness of the impact of climate
change in socio-economic development and the actual
focus on the COVID19 pandemic ( n=1: E5).

Figure 3. Features of Science – Policy Interactions
problem solving processes (n=2: E1, E16). In climate
change policy, these interactions are the way in which
climate science reaches policy to create feasible
solutions, with objectives and mechanisms for
implementation and evaluation, that are well designed
and addressed.
2. Limiting factors of science – policy
interactions
However, our interviews indicate that, in practice,
science-policy interactions have limitations associated to
the social systems that characterize policy and scientific
communities (Figure 4). Regarding the policy community,
scientists highlight that policy processes are hindered by
the lack of capacity and political will in public
management to push scientific development and
stimulate the use of information and evidence in these
processes (n=6); by inadequate institutional structures
and coordination (n=2: E2, E5); and by the short-term
development mindset that shapes public policy in the
Latin American context (n=1: E7)
On the other hand, knowledge brokers and community of
practice professionals suggested that the scientific
community is disengaged from public management and
does not relate to the political conditions under which it
operates (n=1: E4). This presents issues like supply of
knowledge falling short in policy relevance and
robustness (n=1: E4) and evidence being presented in a
complicated technical language that loses the interest of
policy makers (n=1: E17). Interviewees also highlight that
is complicated to navigate the high volume of available
information. Here, scientist also agree there is disciplinary
and methodological fragmentation (n=3: E4, E6, E17)
while the applicability of information is not clearly
communicated to policy makers and other next users
(n=2: E4, E17).
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Figure 4. Limiting factors of science – policy interactions
3. Favorable practices to stimulate dynamics of
science – policy interactions
Despite the foregoing limitations, interviews revealed a
set of actions and practices that are favorable and foster
collaborative relationships between science, policy, and
other stakeholders. These actions included the
generation of ‘formal’ agreements of collaboration as well
as, the implementation of participation, capacity building
and communication methods, leading to inclusive
processes of knowledge exchange and generation
(Figure 4).
Participation and capacity building have been mentioned
by both scientists and practitioners, as fundamental
means to enable interactions between key stakeholders
in almost all the cases (n= 15). Particularly, in order to
strengthen institutional capacity and raise awareness
about climate change impacts in different development
sectors. On its part, the use of adequate language and
communication formats that express the use of scientific
information, is considered by experts in knowledge
brokering and communities of practice, as key to bring
next users closer to information and build trust between
stakeholders and towards the knowledge they exchange.
In this sense, the interviews reveal three key elements of
communication: 1) streamline dialogue through interfaces
with the capacity to ‘smooth’ knowledge exchange
between scientists and decision makers (n=6); 2) clear
messaging of knowledge applicability and user capacity

4

building to receive and interpret information (n=5); and 3)
adaptation of technical language to stakeholder needs
and capabilities (n=3: E5, E12, E18).

knowledge reaches policy, but with not enough influence
on secure adequate public resources to further
knowledge and have better outreach in policy
implementation.

Figure 6. Use of knowledge in policy
4. Use of knowledge in policy
Figure 5. Favorable practices and Dynamics of science –
policy interactions
The need to coordinate the dialogue between scientists
and decision makers, makes science – policy interfaces a
main element in science – policy interactions. Scientists
and practitioners consider these interfaces legitimize
science – policy collaborations by stablishing and
coordinating stakeholder roles (n=4: E1, E6, E12, E14)
and enabling their participation in knowledge generation
and problem-solving processes (n=5). Among the case
studies, we identified different types of interfaces, which
concurred with those of our analytical framework. These
took the form mainly of facilitators (n=6); but also, of
boundary organizations (n=2: E6, E12) and in lesser
extent, of participatory processes of knowledge
generation (n=1: E1).
However, in the context of each case studied, processes
and interfaces of science – policy interaction do not have
a framework that ensures their stability. Informants put
forward the need to foster the necessary institutional
conditions and collaboration arrangements, for science to
have an impact in policy and in policy results (Figure 4).
They mention that action is needed to improve aspects
such as 1) accessibility to climate finance (n=3: E4, E6,
E10); 2) diversify and encourage strategic partnerships
between scientists and other stakeholders (n=3: E3, E6,
E14); 3) the renewal of collaboration agreements during
and after government transitions (n=3: E1, E12, E14); and
4) getting climate action from the public agenda to policy
implementation (n=5).

According to our analytical framework, the use of
knowledge in policy processes takes different forms.
These range from a rational - ‘instrumental’ and concrete
use of knowledge (Weible, 2008), to knowledge being
embraced in learning processes that change decisionmaking over time (Weiss, 1979). The analysis of the
cases we documented, revealed that knowledge
generated through science – policy interactions was
mainly mobilized to produce technical recommendations
(Figure 6). These recommendations address the design
of policy and policy instruments such as climate change
agendas at the national and sectorial levels (n=3: E1, E3,
E6) and the formulation of mitigation and adaptation
strategies (n=4: E9, E10, E15, E17). Others were oriented
to strengthen existing policies, by innovating monitoring
and evaluation methods in areas such as greenhouse gas
emissions (n=1: E13) and climate impact on ecosystems
(n=1: E2). On the other hand, these recommendations
also focused on strengthening policy through capacity
building at the institutional level (n=3: E11, E12, E16).
However, in some cases, science – policy interactions led
to public and private management of climate change
impacts. This is evidenced in the consolidation of
partnerships to promote the certification of enterprises in
carbon footprint management (n=1: E5); in capacity
building processes for the implementation of climate
smart agriculture practices (n=1: E12); and in working on
seed innovation and climate adaptation with small potato
producers (n=1: E18).

The latter stands out, given that our analysis shows that,
in most cases, the use of knowledge in policy seems
limited to instrumental purposes. Here, scientific
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Conclusions and Perspectives
Our study analyzed 18 experiences of science-policy
interaction from countries including Mexico, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Brazil, Panama, El Salvador,
Bolivia, Nicaragua, Honduras, Peru, and Argentina as
well as, from the regional and sub-regional levels.
Findings show that science – policy interactions come
together through the implementation of participation and
capacity building processes, which are articulated through
knowledge management and communication. Here
communication needs to address stakeholder needs,
abilities, and value systems, and have awareness about
expressing how knowledge is useful to decision makers.
Within the framework of these interactions, science-policy
interfaces appear in different forms and are valued as an
element that legitimizes science – policy interactions.
Knowledge and knowledge products of these interactions
are used in an instrumental manner. They are
implemented in policy design processes and as technical
inputs for laws or policy implementation instruments, such
as mitigation and adaptation agendas at the sectorial
level. However, practitioners highlight that for knowledge
to have better outreach towards decision - making
processes, iterative processes of capacity building where
next users gain abilities to interpret and use information,
become essential.
In most of the case studies, science – policy interactions
do not take place in a stable institutional framework.
Indeed, Governments don’t offer sufficient institutional
and financial structures or frameworks to foster continuity
for these collaborations. Additionally, the scientific
community seems disconnected from knowledge
demand. Information and evidence fall short in policy
relevance, are complicated to interpret and ultimately,
lose interest of decision makers. Finally, climate change
uncertainty still a major challenge for raising stakeholder
awareness and impact public opinion. According to
knowledge brokering experts, it affects the political will to
push forward the climate agenda and thus, favor
collaborations between science and policy.
These circumstances call for efforts to innovate and
strengthen science – policy interactions. Such efforts can
focus on exploring alternative alliances with key
stakeholders in the private sector, to generate demandbased products and services for the public sector; and on
securing self-sustainability by identifying additional
resource alternatives to grant based funding and public
procurement. Also, it is necessary to better connect
science with policy in a more stable way. This can be
achieved by creating institutionalized spaces that
articulate supply and demand of knowledge from problem
analysis to problem solving and by reforming incentive
and accountability systems for both scientific and policy
communities. Finally, further research on science – policy
may lead to innovative solutions by focusing on 1)
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discovering pathways to reconcile stakeholder values and
interests in a context of climate uncertainty; 2) analyzing
ways to discover the political viability of implementing
mitigation and adaptation measures and thus, motivate
political interest; 3) improving methods to monitor
knowledge implementation; and 4) proposing new
assessments for the impact of these interactions and of
their outputs and services, in policy and policy results.
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